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Where have all the people gone?

Source: The Hidden Story Behind TV Rating’s Decline Simulmedia

~ -25%



While highest 
amount of time 
spent with media 
(42%) still occurs 
on live and time-
shifted TV, that is 
driven by the 50+ 
demographic.
Millennials spend 
only one-quarter 
of their media day 
with linear TV

Shifts in viewership amongst the younger 
demos



People always sought to avoid ads

COGNITIVE BEHAVIORAL MECHANICAL

When audiences 
divert their attention 
from content (e.g. 

second screen 
viewing)

When audiences 
physically avoid 

content (e.g. 
leaving the room)

When audiences 
switch channels



And the characteristics of ad avoiders were 
fairly consistent

VIEWER TECHNOLOGICAL CONTENT

Ø Male
Ø Higher education
Ø Higher socio-

economic status
Ø Younger viewers

Ø Cable viewers
Ø Remote control

Ø Reality TV
Ø Sports 

magazines



Technology has accelerated ad avoidant 
behavior

DVRs

• 55% of U.S. homes

Ad Blocking SVODs

• One in five • Netflix ~80MM
• Amazon Prime Video 

~60MM



• There is more switching at the top and the bottom of the 
hour

What we know

Viewing is highest for the first 
and last commercial in the 
break



1. Are there factors that will lead to predictability of audience 
drop-off during commercial breaks?

2. Is there a link between comedy program genre and 
retention of audiences for comedic advertising?

3. Is there a general link between program and ad genre?

Research Questions:



We applied artificial neural network (ANN) analysis to 
comScore TV Essential data to identify key attributes and 
patterns that optimally predict commercial viewership.     
ANNs allow for:
• Non-linear computational units
• The application of learning algorithms
• Relevant problem-specific information with weights for 

connections among processing elements

#1: Are there factors that will lead to predictability 
of audience drop-off during commercial breaks?



• Second x second live TV viewing data
• Program & Ad Rating
• National Telecast Search
• Advertiser Series Search
• 9/1/2016 – 2/28/18 – BBT

Methodology

• Examined AA before the
break and AA (Ad) at 
the start of the break



• The learning algorithm was set to attempt to predict 
audience retention 

We input a number of variables 
into the neural network



• The number of ads in a pod & program originality had high 
importance in maintaining viewership

• The ad position and shorter ad duration also predicted ad 
viewing

• The ANN was successful in predicting the audience retention 
of >99.8% at an 80% level of predictability

Results



In the second study, a similar approach was utilized however, 
we looked at Geico ads running across CNN, TNT and TBS 
networks
• Second x second live TV viewing data
• Avg Program & Ad Rating
• Advertiser Series Search
• 9/1/2016 – 4/30/18
• Geico ads

#2: Is there a link between comedy program genre 
and retention of audiences for comedic advertising?



• There are differences in mean comparison when a comedic 
ad (Geico) airs in a comedy program

• Lower audience decline in a comedy program versus a news 
or drama program

• The ANN analysis yielded a 75% level of predictability of 
audience retention at a 99.8% level. While lower than the 
previous 80% level of predictability, still in a range that 
show potential for further explanation

Results
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In the second study, a similar approach was utilized however, 
we looked at Discover ads running across CNN, TNT and TBS 
networks
• Second x second live TV viewing data
• Program & Ad Rating
• Advertiser Series Search
• 1/1/2016 – 12/31/18
• Allstate ads

#3: Is there a general link between program and ad 
genre?



• Drama program genre had a lower ad avoidance level
◦ However these are not statistically significant results

• Drama program had a lower ad viewing drop compared to 
drama and news
◦ However, still not statistically significant

Results

• No predictive factors were found 
for program and ad data that 
attained 80% level of 
predictability



Discussion – Recommend ad curation 
strategies

1. Reduce the 
number of 

commercials in 
the pod

2. Favor original 
programming 
over repeats 

(in terms of both 
mix and cost)

3. Pay the 
premium for a 

higher proportion 
of F and L pod 

position

4. Contextualize 
ads in congruent 
programs an ad 

genres


